
Whatever they are doing, they are doing it right!...
The odour of the nugs is just beautiful…flavourful, 
and hits beautifully…Whitest white ash. If you want 
incredible, shockingly strong weed buy this. It has been the overall best  
we had from the NSLC   Bliss Bites Canadian Cannabis Reviews 1,425 views

Our team had the pleasure of trying your products over the weekend. Best licensed 
producer product to date. SK Retailer 

...Reef High Seas Sativa is an absolute beautiful product. I love the smell when I open 
the container. I’ve have tried most of the sativas available at the NSLC and your product 
beats the others hands down...it is my go to purchase

There were tons of bright sparkly trichomes...potent fruity sativa ...full review:  
www.indicapable.ca/reef-high-seas 

...I can count on one hand the number of times we have opened a 3.5g jar that actually 
weighed up and wasn't dry, and none of those were labelled Organic - so kudos to the 
team at @reeforganic for a job well done...Effects are uncanny - an almost opiate-like, 
floaty pain relief 

Wow. the aroma and taste are to die for. 26%?! ...I am VERY impressed.  
The buds are built beautifully and the smell is UNREAL. Sweet, citrusy, herbal.  
Its a hard hitting Sativa and allows the mind to daydream or relaxing to whatever tunes  
or activity you desire! I hope I get my hands on this again soon

"You have to get!!!!!!!!!!...Could go on and on about this strain. I evaluated everything 
about the buds I consume and this is one I will never turn away. One of the best sativas  
at 22% with an energetic bang

The only bud I found so far that doesn't disappoint for the price. Fresh, potent,  
the terpenes are on point and its organic...can't ask for much better!

Riding the waves with high seas...Great bud, long lasting effects, ...for a treat definitely 
worth it, nice high THC, thoroughly enjoyed this bud

...after a few good puffs - it hits like a tidal wave....would recommend those that can 
handle their weed...Buzz of energy, super energetic and positive vibes. Be aware that  
this can cause you to drown in thoughts and ideas...
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Best they got right now 26% THC this is really a hard hitting strain. Worth every cent,  
this had me high for multiple hours from two popers out of the bong...Will be buying 
again. Big buds dense and cured right

...was a treat nice frosty buds that were even a few points over. I smoked it with  
a few friends and we all got a very nice head high off it

High end price for high end product

The high was great and the product looked and smelled like Ghost Train Haze.  
Real nice!

... I fired this little beauty up...It came on fast and kept on going and going!... 
It lasted me a good 4 hrs

...Some of the best, cleanest smoking experience I had yet

...one of my favs of all time   5.0

Simply awesome...this my go to. I have not found any other strains that provide this  
hard hitting sativa punch. Try it, you won’t be disappointed   5.0

Absolutely fantastic! Easily my favourite strain in Nova Scotia stores. Organic, local, very 
high potency, great taste, smooth smoke with nice powdery ash...Will continue to buy 
regularly   5.0

...Love this company and strain! Great big bright green buds, excellent sativa...

This is Top quality Cannabis!! Lil pricey but I'm good with that.. I'll pay top dollar  
for Cannabis in the Legacy market without blinking a eye, so I'll do the same in the  
Legal market  

...Wanted to see if the high THC with a good strain would do something. It's probably  
tied for the best weed I've ever had from OCS...Been smoking for 20 years...

...High Seas is actually shockingly good. 

High THC Cannabis Strains for the Experienced Consumer Recommended  
High THC strain 

Our hats off to the @reeforganic team for being the first to deliver us a product that 
passed our humidity and weight quantitative tests. 

Truly phenomenal terps, really nice moisture content and great buds overall 

We had the most fantastic experience…. the flavours and smells that came off this 
product were like no other. It was the tastiest cannabis we’ve pressed yet!
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